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Brown Advisory Briefings: 
Squeezing Water from a Stone

Investments fueled by resource scarcity
“An energy crisis is coming, likely to be triggered by 
oil. Demand is expected to grow on an annual basis 
by at least one million barrels per day, driven by the 
developing economies of the world and by a growth 
in transportation as we go from one billion cars today 
to two billion cars in 2050. As demand grows in the 
next decade, we will not have the oil production 
capacity we will need to meet demand. Supply will 
then have to ration demand, and prices will skyrocket 
– with the likely outcome of bringing the world’s 
economy to its knees.

…The $140-per-barrel oil price of  
three years ago was not an aberration,  
it was a warning.”

– John B. Hess 
Chairman, Amerada Hess Corporation1

Shortage: Short-Term Variable,  
Long-Term Constant
Investment discussions have traditionally positioned 
resource scarcity as a short-term, temporary 
phenomenon. Scarcity has always been regarded as 
a condition that waxed as demand exceeded supply 
for a time, and then waned as market forces acted to 
reach a new equilibrium. 

But beneath this cycle of alternating resource 
shortage and surplus, there is an inevitable long-
term scarcity trend, one that has been developing for 
several centuries. Since the Industrial Revolution, it’s 
clear that human population and per capita resource 
consumption have grown explosively. And although 

growth in the U.S. and European markets has 
leveled off as those markets have matured, growth 
across most of the rest of the world shows little sign 
of slowing down. Today, the aggregate demand from 
developed and emerging markets is putting an ever-
increasing strain on the world’s supply of energy, 
agricultural commodities, metals, and even water. 

In some instances, we can already see the 
evidence of permanent scarcity. For example, the 
oil shock of 2007-2008, in which prices peaked at 
$145/barrel, can be viewed as a clear sign that the 
global balance of energy supply and demand had 
reached a tipping point. While the recent, severe 
recession brought a significant price reversal, oil 
prices never dropped much lower than $50/barrel – 
a level that would have been viewed as extremely 
high as late as 2004, but today is seen as a floor  
for market prices. 

The paradigm shift we’ve seen in oil markets may 
well portend what lies ahead in other commodity 
markets. As these trends unfold, our challenge as 
investors is to position portfolios appropriately – 
finding opportunities that stand to benefit from the 
longer-term shortage thesis, while at the same time 
dampening the shorter-term volatility that has always 
existed in commodities and is only increasing as 
scarcity becomes more entrenched. In this report, we 
will examine some of the factors contributing to the 
long-term scarcity scenario, and then look at some 
strategies to take advantage of them. 

Emerging Market Demand
The world’s population is forecasted to grow to 
9 billion people by 2050 from approximately 7 
billion today, with most of that growth occurring in 
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emerging markets. This is not new information, and 
it is reasonably predictable. What is relatively new, 
however, is the equally rapid growth in per capita 
income among many emerging market populations. 
According to Goldman Sachs and the Brookings 
Institute, as many as 2 billion people will join the 
middle class across the world in the next 20 years;2 in 
China alone, the number of middle class consumers 
is expected to jump from 130 million in 2006 to 500 
million in 2026.3 This phenomenon will drive resource 
scarcity in a variety of ways.

water Although most of the world’s surface 
consists of water, it’s fresh water that sustains human 
life. Strains on the usable supply of fresh water are 
appearing as a result of overall population growth 
but are compounded by the geographic pattern of 
supply and demand. While fresh water tends to 
be clustered in one set of locations (primarily the 
Northern Hemisphere), global population expansion is 
occurring mostly in a different set of locations (largely 
the Southern Hemisphere). China, for example, is 
attempting to support 20% of the world’s population 
on 7% of the world’s water supply; India is similarly 
responsible for 17% of global population with access 
to only 4% of global water supplies.4 In addition to 
China and India, the ongoing population boom in the 
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) is a significant 
concern; the population in the MENA region was 135 
million in 1970, and is expected to exceed 550 million 
by 2050. Such growth represents a mounting crisis for 
a region with less than 1% of global water resources.5

Exacerbating this situation is the per capita income 
growth in these economies. The United Nations 
deems that the daily minimum per capita water 
requirement for an individual is about five gallons. At 
the other end of the spectrum, the typical American 
uses closer to 100-175 gallons per day.6 As various 
nations begin to move up this scale, there is 
significant danger that water supplies will become 
depleted due to unsustainable growth in consumption 
as well as inadequate facilities for water treatment 
and recycling. There are already ample indications 
that this is occurring in India and China: dwindling 
groundwater in the agricultural North China Plain 

is largely responsible for an 8% decline in wheat 
production since 1997, and in India, per capita 
drinking water availability has declined by 15-20% 
in only 20 years.7 

food The rising middle class will also demand an 
improving diet – more food per capita per day, and 
significantly more meat per capita per day. Largely 
based on this trend, world meat consumption is 
expected to double by 2050, as reported in the New 
York Times.8 The resulting impact on agricultural 
capacity – and water capacity as well – will be 
tremendous, as approximately 3-5 pounds of grain 
feed and 1,800 gallons of water are required to 

Ecolab, Inc.  
Enabling energy and water efficiency

Ecolab is a global leader in cleaning and sanitizing 
solutions, serving the hospitality, foodservice, 
healthcare, and industrial markets. In addition to 
ensuring that its clients’ facilities are clean and 
sterile, Ecolab’s solutions help its customers 
achieve significant water and energy efficiency 
gains. Some examples:

Laundry – The company’s innovative laundry 
programs reduce wash cycle steps, saving up to 
48% in energy usage. 

Warewashing – Ecolab’s APEX advanced 
warewashing (the industry term for dishwashing) 
system monitors dish machine use to lower rack 
counts and save customers up to 46% on water. 

Lubrication – DryExx is a high performance 
conveyor lubricant designed for food and beverage 
customers that is applied without using water. The 
average medium-sized corporate account saves 
6,000 gallons of water per year from the use of 
DryExx alone.

In July, the firm announced its intent to acquire 
Nalco, a leader in industrial water efficiency 
services, further underscoring Ecolab’s commitment 
to providing resource efficiency solutions.
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produce just one pound of meat. Already, the stress 
is being felt in agricultural areas in China, which is 
preparing to import significant grain to feed its people 
for the first time in modern history. 

Further aggravating the issue in China and other 
countries is the loss of farmland to urban sprawl. 
In 1996, China had approximately 130.07 million 
hectares of farmland; by 2008, that figure had 
dropped to 121.8 million hectares – a loss of 6.4 
percent of its arable land in 11 years, mainly to 
urbanization and growth of the middle class.9 

oil Total passenger vehicle sales (cars, trucks 
and buses) in China and India each surpassed the 
U.S. in 2009 and 2010, respectively. While sales 
reached 11.6 million vehicles in the U.S. last year, 
in India sales were 14.8 million units, and in China 
an amazing 18 million vehicles, as year-over-year 
growth in both countries exceeded 30%.10,11 With this 
sort of vehicle growth in emerging markets, it is not 
surprising to see that demand for oil is increasing 

rapidly. Moreover, demand appears to be as 
inelastic in these economies as it is in the U.S.: 
according to Morgan Stanley, gasoline demand 
in China has increased 41% since 2005, despite 
prices having risen by 122%. In India, over the 
same period, prices rose by 20% and demand still 
rose by 29%.12 

In 2009, McKinsey & Co. published a study 
describing potential demand growth scenarios for 
oil, given variations in economic conditions and 
global clean energy incentive policies. Even in 
their most “optimistic” scenario (i.e. the scenario 
suggesting the lowest growth in oil demand), 
demand in emerging economies was projected to 
increase by 11 million barrels per day by 2020, 
and overall global demand was projected to reach 
over 95 million barrels per day.13

Supply Trends in Oil
While the timing might be unclear, we know that 
oil is growing scarcer every day, and the price 
movements in the oil markets over the past decade 
certainly suggest a market in which supply is being 
overtaken by demand. Some of the factors at play 
include:

Declining production from existing fields
Starting in 2004, the annual growth in total world 
oil production slowed significantly. In 2010, the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) declared that 
the world had actually reached its likely peak in 
conventional crude oil production in 2006; going 
forward, the IEA projects world production to 
remain at an “undulating plateau” of 68-70 million 
barrels per day.14 (This figure does not include 
unconventional fuel sources or natural gas liquids.) 

This “undulation” is due to the interaction of two 
forces – the amount of production coming on 
line from new fields, and the rate of decline in 
production from older fields, particularly the 500 
or so giant oil fields which dominate the current 
supply picture. In 2005, giant oil fields contributed 
approximately 60% of world oil production, with the 

World Fuel Services Corp.  
Positioned to gain share in fuel logistics

World Fuel Services Corp. is a global fuel logistics 
company - it acts as a one-stop broker-dealer, 
providing a range of services which include trade 
credit, price risk management, logistical support, 
fuel quality control as well as other services. 

Historically, much of this work had been performed 
by the big global oil production companies. As 
we have highlighted in this report, the rising cost 
and complexity of new oil projects is causing 
big oil firms to focus more time, effort and cash 
into production, and therefore de-emphasize the 
downstream side of their operations. We believe 
the resulting vacuum represents a significant 
opportunity for a logistical specialist like World Fuel. 
The firm has been a strong cash generator and 
appears to have ample reinvestment opportunities 
going forward.
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biggest 20 fields alone responsible for about 25%; the 
majority of these fields are now over 50 years old and 
in a state of production decline.15 

Even worse, mature oil fields exhibit a well-
established accelerating declining curve. In other 
words, once a field “tips” into decline, it will decline 
faster and faster over time. Because the average 
age of the world’s population of giant oil fields is 
increasing every year, we are getting closer to a 
period when decline in many of these fields will begin 
to accelerate. 

Because of the lack of public data on many Saudi 
Arabian and other Middle Eastern oil fields, it is 
impossible to definitively state how rapidly global 
production will decline. Cambridge Energy Research 
Associates (CERA), a leading energy consultancy, 
estimated a 4.5% decline rate in a recent study,16 
while other sources, such as Schlumberger CEO 
Andrew Gould, suggest decline rates as high as 8%.17 
If CERA’s more conservative assumption is correct, 
it would mean that we would need to bring on line 
3-4 million barrels per day of new oil every year just 
to maintain current supply; if the higher assumptions 
are correct, that figure would need to rise to 6-7 
million barrels per day. To put this in context, Oil 
Megaprojects, a collaborative data project, reports 
that in 2010, 4.9 million barrels per day were brought 
on line, and that in 2011, 3.2 million barrels per day 
are expected to come on line.18 

Rising production costs 

Marginal production costs are very important drivers 
of energy supply; companies will only produce the 
“next” barrel of oil if they can make a profit. And the 
marginal cost of oil production is on the rise. While 
established, onshore giant oil fields in Russia and the 
Middle East can produce oil profitably near a price 
of $20 / barrel, deepwater production in the Gulf of 
Mexico and Brazil becomes profitable at $65/barrel, 
and oil from tar sands and other unconventional 
sources only become profitable at $80-100/
barrel. And due to ever-rising demand, these more 
expensive sources of oil are becoming a bigger part 
of the equation. 

The Sugarloaf, Tupi and Jupiter fields discovered 
off of Brazil recently are a good example. As 
reported in The Economist, these fields in the 
Santos Basin promise tens of billions of barrels 
of oil, but the oil rests about 7 km beneath the 
seabed under a 2km layer of salt, at much higher 
temperatures and pressure than a conventional 
deepwater field. Getting this “sub-salt” oil to 
the surface will require innovative submarine 
technology, robotics technology, new kinds of 
material to withstand the pressure and corrosive 
sub-salt conditions - needless to say, oil from this 
source will prove expensive to extract.19 But if the 
trend of rising demand does not change, these 
sorts of sources will be increasingly important in 
filling our demand, and therefore will play a role in 
setting a much higher effective floor for oil prices.

A key takeaway from these supply trends is that, 
day by day, our stash of $20/barrel is running 
out, and we are replacing it with $100/barrel oil. 

Denbury Resources  
Enhanced oil recovery = efficient oil recovery

Denbury is a leading enhanced oil recovery 
operator in the U.S. Its core service is extracting 
oil from seemingly dry wells, by injecting carbon 
dioxide into the well. This method effectively 
squeezes the bottom out of producing wells, 
significantly extending the economic life of aging 
fields. Applicable to a variety of suitable oil and 
gas reservoirs, EOR can increase ultimate oil and 
associated gas recovery by 15 to 25 percent in the 
fields where it is employed. 

This service, by its nature, sequesters CO2 
within oil wells, and because of this Denbury has 
rapidly become one of the most advanced carbon 
sequestration firms in the nation. It has a share 
in almost all DOE-funded carbon sequestration 
demonstration projects, and should carbon 
emissions be limited by future regulation, Denbury 
should be well positioned. 
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However long the era of oil as our major source of 
energy might be, the era of cheap oil is certainly 
going to be much shorter, and may already be near 
its end. 

Agricultural Limits
After a brief reprieve during the recent global 
recession, food prices rose rapidly throughout 2010, 
regaining their previous record high levels reached 
in the crisis of 2007-2008. In March 2011, the World 
Bank’s Food Price Index was 36% above its level a 
year earlier, and key staples had experienced price 
spikes from a year earlier, including corn (+74%), 
wheat (+69%), soybeans (+36%) and sugar (+21%).20

Perhaps the greatest factor in keeping pace with food 
demand growth over the past century has been our 
ability to consistently increase crop yield productivity. 
Unfortunately, however, the growth in crop yields has 
slowed considerably in recent years. From a robust 
3.5% growth rate in the early 1970s, crop yields are 
expanding at only 1.25% today, according to the 
UN Food & Agriculture Organization.21 That’s barely 
enough to keep up with global population growth. 

To be sure, there are some systemic obstacles to 
increasing crop yield growth, including widespread 
land degradation and the diminishing returns of 
increased fertilizer use (fertilizer use has already 
increased five-fold on a per acre basis in the last 
50 years).22 But, as we’ve been reminded recently, 
nothing controls the fate of a growing season like 
the weather. Throughout the world, calamitous 
weather events in recent years have decimated 
crops. Notable among these is the worst drought 
in 130 years in 2010 in Russia and the Black Sea 
region, lasting long enough to damage winter 
planting as well as the summer harvest. As a result, 
Russia imposed an export ban on grains, creating 
shortages and driving prices higher. This major event 
was compounded by late rains in Canada, La Niña 
disruptions in Argentina, and an epic drought in 
five wheat-growing provinces in northern China. In 
Sri Lanka, food shortages were clearly linked to an 
unnaturally long and harsh monsoon season, with 
much of the country’s rice crop lost to flooding.

Increased variability in weather patterns is 
considered a likely impact of climate change; 
although it is not possible to label any of the above 
events a direct result of climate change, the trend 
is a disturbing one and has certainly created 
food scarcity in the near term. Should climate 
conditions worsen, potential outcomes might 
include even more frequent weather anomalies, 
as well as the specter of consistently reduced 
crop yields. In Lester Brown’s book, Plan B 3.0, 
he notes that the rule of thumb emerging among 
crop ecologists is that every 1-degree Celsius rise 
in average temperature above the norm lowers 
wheat, rice, and corn yields by 10 percent.23 

LSB Industries, Inc.  
Unique positions in agriculture and energy

LSB is a combination of two unrelated businesses; 
each of these has advantages in a resource 
scarcity scenario.

Fertilizer – LSB is one of only two U.S. producers 
of high-density agricultural-grade ammonium 
nitrate. Emerging market populations and per 
capita incomes are growing, and the resulting 
increase in food demand is likely to create scarcity 
of key agricultural inputs such as fertilizer. 

Geothermal Heat Pumps – LSB is also one of 
the two leading manufacturers of geothermal heat 
pumps (GHPs), which use the ambient temperature 
10-20 feet underground to heat and cool homes 
and buildings. GHPs are capable of producing 
energy savings of up to 80% over traditional 
HVAC systems; and are gaining traction in the 
construction industry as energy costs become an 
increasingly important part of the design equation. 
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The Scarcity Spiral
It is also important to note the degree to which 
scarcity in one staple impacts the availability 
of others. Some connections are very visible; 
agriculture, for example, is dependent on water 
availability, and food prices are impacted by energy 
prices as well. Other connections may not be as 
obvious. Some examples: in water-scarce regions, 
desalination is becoming economically feasible, but 
the energy intensity of desalination creates a new 
drain on energy that could be used in other ways. 
More expensive energy-generation activities are 
being deployed, but at the cost of other resources: 
the ethanol and biomass industries detract from 
potential food production, and large hydroelectric 
projects significantly impact water availability. 

Another consideration for the near future may be 
metals scarcity, as cheap and abundant energy is 
a vital ingredient for growth in metals production. 
For most metals, the highest-grade ore deposits 
have already been discovered and mined, and most 
new mining discoveries consist of lower-ore grades. 
Therefore, metals scarcity is inextricably linked to 
energy scarcity: new, lower-grade mining projects 
require exponentially greater amounts of energy 

per unit of metal extracted, and if that energy is 
too expensive, many of those new projects will no 
longer be economically feasible. 

In short, these commodities are part of a 
complex, interrelated system, and with supplies 
of all commodities being pushed to the limit, a 
shortage in one or more may have significant and 
unpredictable impacts on the rest.

Portfolio Considerations
As these and other scarcity trends play out in the 
coming years and decades, resource scarcity 
will play a critical economic role and therefore 
an important role in investing as well. As shown 
in figure 1, scarcity will have a significant impact 
on at least 45% of the MSCI All-Country World 
Investable Market Index, a widely-used proxy for 
the global investable equities market. Energy, 
materials and utilities firms will be directly impacted, 
while industrial firms will be indirectly but heavily 
impacted due to their dependence on raw material 
and energy inputs. Within consumer staples, food 
prices will obviously be shaped by scarcity, and 
the automotive sector’s outlook will be heavily 
influenced by fuel prices.

figure 1. : Sector allocation, MSCI All-Country World IMI
Source: Factset. Data as of 6/30/11.
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Many investors already seek exposure to 
commodities as part of a diversified strategy. 
Although volatile, commodity prices historically (from 
1926 to the present) have had a very low correlation 
to fixed income securities, and only a moderate 
correlation with equities.24 As a result, they generally 
lower overall portfolio risk. In light of the shortage 
thesis outlined above, attention should be paid to 
secular trends in commodities and how they influence 
stock selection in equity portfolios. 

Brown Advisory’s investment process focuses on 
gaining a detailed understanding of a company’s 
business model, including its resource dependencies, 
and the outlook for the markets which that business 
model serves. As resource availability issues are 
becoming more and more relevant to corporate 
business models, our analysis of these issues is 
intensifying. In the process, we have identified a 
number of companies that we believe are well-
positioned with respect to commodity shortages. A 
few of these are highlighted in this report.

Some of these firms offer direct or indirect solutions 
that mitigate shortages or offer substitutes to scarce 
resources. For example, tertiary oil recovery – the 
practice of injecting gas into older oil wells as a way 
to squeeze the remaining oil from the well – is already 
a profitable activity, and in an era of increasing oil 
scarcity, companies such as Occidental Petroleum 
and Denbury Resources are attractive due to their 
leadership in the field. Companies like ABB will play 
a significant role in upgrading the inefficient electricity 
infrastructure across the world, supplying more 
energy-efficient equipment to factories, and connecting 
solar and wind power facilities to the grid. Ecolab is a 
leader in providing cleaning and disinfection services 
to environments ranging from hotels to hospitals; one 
of the significant benefits it offers clients is the ability to 
increase onsite water and energy efficiency.

Other companies hold an apparent cost advantage 
over competitors, due to a lower dependence on 
potentially scarce resources. Canadian National 
Railway and other rail cargo companies benefit from 
a fuel efficiency advantage compared to other, more 
fuel-intensive shipping options, such as trucking or air 

cargo; the average train moves freight at 400 ton-
miles per gallon while the average truck is closer 
to 130 ton-miles per gallon. Intermodal transport 
combines the fuel efficiency of rail and the last-mile 
capabilities of trucking in an integrated service. J.B. 
Hunt has built a leadership position in this space 
and also stands to benefit as rising fuel prices add 
costs to trucking services.

Still others are poised to take advantage of value 
chain disruptions, as scarcity changes the way 
that industries operate. World Fuel Services is 
an example. It is already a successful provider of 
fuel logistics services, but to date its business has 
been limited by the captive logistics operations of 
the major oil companies. The majors, however, are 
now looking to divest their logistics operations and 

ABB Ltd.  
Solutions for efficient energy production

ABB is a global leader in power transmission, 
power distribution, and power-plant automation 
solutions, and plays a large role in driving energy 
efficiency across the world.  

• The firm helps industrial customers use 
electrical power more effectively and 
sustainably.  ABB’s alternating current (AC) 
drives control the speed of any motor according 
to its demand, which can result in up to 70% 
savings in energy consumption. 

• ABB is the largest supplier of the electrical 
“heart” of wind turbines, with a 25% market 
share for generators and 35% share for low and 
medium voltage equipment.  

• ABB also supplies smart grid technology – 
transmission systems and technology that 
increase transmission line capacity and 
efficiently transmit power over long distances.  
ABB has a full portfolio of products, systems 
and services to further improve and develop 
major electrical grid components.
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devote more capital to their increasingly challenging 
exploration and production efforts. This suggests a 
potential vacuum in the fuel logistics market, and 
World Fuel is a leading candidate to fill that void.

We began this report with a question – how can 
we invest in equities so as to avoid the short-term 
volatility of commodities markets while yielding 
returns from the long-term scarcity trend? The 
answer, we believe, lies in staying true to our equity 
investment philosophy, which is rooted in identifying 
companies with sustainable competitive advantages 
while avoiding non-controllable risks. All of these 
businesses have one thing in common: although 

they have advantages relative to competitors in a 
resource scarcity scenario, they are not dependent 
on that scenario. As a result, companies like those 
identified in this report are of particular interest 
to us, because they are not necessarily subject 
to short-term commodity fluctuations, but do 
stand to benefit over time as scarcity becomes an 
increasingly significant factor in the global economy. 
Although global resources may continue to dwindle, 
we believe that our investment approach can yield 
positive results. 

Ethan Berkwits 
Market Analyst
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